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In order to generate the electricity from the wind turbine system with a
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) to the three-phase grid
connected system, it is very challenging because the electricity generated from
wind energy resource is inconstancy. In this paper, the electrical power
between the two systems are regulated by PI controller. For tuning the gains
of PI controller, artificial intelligent methods, particle swarm optimization
(PSO), gravitational search algorithm (GSA), artificial neural networks
(ANN), are applied. The experiments of the control systems are testing at 200
w and 400 w. The experimental results show that the rise time of an electrical
power of control system at 200 w tuning gains of the PI controller by ANN
combined with PSO is better than the traditional tuning methods, pole
placement. Therefore, the proposed intelligent system can not only reduce the
overshoot of the active power but also improve the response power.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
In the present, the world economy has been rapidly developed. The business, industry, and service
have been continuously growing. The demand of electricity for the economic activities such as production,
consumption, and distribution and etc., is exploded. The generating electricity have been recently researched
for each country in order to supply electricity for supporting the household section and economic activities.
Thus, the electricity plays an important role in human life and country development. The energy of generating
electricity can be classified into two categories. Firstly, fuel energy consists of fossil fuel energy and coal
energy. Secondly, natural energy is an alternative energy from water, wind, and solar resources. One
implication of resource-based perspective is that fossil fuels are probably running out. The natural energy,
friendly to the environment is the reform replaced. Since, it is renewable and clean energy [1-2]. Moreover, a
renewable energy technology has been researched, continuously. One of the natural resources are wind, clean,
green, and sustainable energy, derived from the temperature difference. Obviously, a wind energy is applied to
produce electricity generated from the conversion of kinetic energy to mechanical energy. Despite the fact that
the wind energy in Thailand is inconsistent in each season due to the difference of the temperature, pressure,
and centrifugal force of the earth's rotation. These factors affect the electricity generation. In changing kinetic
energy to electrical energy, wind turbine is operated. It spins a generator to create electricity [3]. In Thailand,
50 Hz frequency of low voltage system can be divided into two systems, namely, 220 volts with single-phase
voltage grid system and 380 volts with three phase voltage grid system. The electricity generated by a wind
turbine is linked to the three-phase voltage grid system of provincial electricity authority (PEA). However, the
amount of electricity is unstable because of the inconsistency of wind energy in a season. The electrical voltage
from power supply connected to the three-phase voltage is required the control system. In a control system, PI
controller, a proportional-integral-derivative controller, is a control loop feedback. By adjusting the PI constant
or gain values, the controller is able to regulate pattern for the plant process. However, the PI controller does
Journal homepage: http://section.iaesonline.com/index.php/IJEEI/index
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not guarantee that a control system is optimal or that the process is may be stable. The gains can be tuned by
various methods such as pole placement, Ziegler–Nichols which are the static and traditional approaches. In
modern control, a metaheuristic optimization method as the intelligent methods has currently evolved to
optimize the gain values. The research papers had been studied the optimization techniques for controlling the
gain values of the PI controller in the following several aspects. The inconsistency of wind speed in wind
turbine associated with the grid system occurred in the electricity generation. Controlling synchronous speed
to provide the grid system through inverter was adapted by Fuzzy-PI controller. The simulation of this
experiment was modelled to increase the efficiency of performance on MATLAB/Simulink [4]. The
optimization based on ACO on tuning parameters of the PI controller for compensating voltage in balanced
condition applying to current harmonics and compensate reactive electric power. Two methods were controlled
in a different. Shunt active power filter (SAPF) was depended on a conventional PI controller and using ant
colony optimization for PI controller, which are based on P-Q theory to produce the appropriate current
reference signals. The results from MATLAB/Simulink power system toolbox showed that ant colony PI
controller could reduce the disturbed harmonic and also compensate reactive electric power. The efficiency of
permanent magnet generators (PMGs) and converter of power electronics in case of small scale wind energy.
Variable magnitude and variable frequency of PMG were proposed in a constant direct current by
implementing a full bridge rectifier and closed loop boost converter [5-7]. A P-Q theory based on Clark’s
transform to improve PI controller. MATLAB/Simulink was a tool for simulation of the control system to
optimize parameter from the grid-interfacing inverter. The inverter was connected to three- phase three wire
system in order to be a multifunctional device operating with active magnet [8]. Designed the controller and
active energy filter of LCL filter-based shunt active power filter (SAPF) which effectively compensated
harmonic current. The designed devices were utilized to a nonlinear load in three-phase three wire with LCL
filter by adding output SAPF. The filter based on passive process could more reduce the harmonic. PI and
Fuzzy Controllers in MATLAB/Simulink were used to extract the three-phase reference currents for shunt
active power filters for both P-Q and id-iq control strategies under different main voltages, balanced, unbalanced, balanced and non-sinusoidal. The result shows that the fuzzy logic controller provides the better
performance than the PI controller in any voltage conditions [9]. As referred to control system, the P-Q theory,
PI controller, fuzzy logic controller and so on, those have proven to be very efficient and practical. However,
they are traditional control methods which are very concreted idea. In recent year, an intelligent control is
playing an important role for tuning the controllers. PSO and GSA, metaheuristics based on nature-inspired
algorithms, are applied to tuning the gains of the controller, the application of particle swarm optimization
(PSO) to tune the control parameters of VSC stations under multi-objective optimization of VSC stations in
multi-terminal VSC-HVdc grids. In the steady state and dynamic control performances, the results are
presented that both classical and PSO-based can tune the parameters, under the condition load demand change
from ac grids, wind power change, and permanent VSC disconnection [10]. Fernando M. de Oliveira et al. [11]
used the PSO based on maximum power point tracking (MPPT) technique to solve problems related to
mismatching phenomena of grid-tied photovoltaic system. In order to avoid over the power rating of the gridtied inverter, the PV system has the current generator controls for the energy processed, because of the active
power injected into the grid, reactive power compensation and harmonic current suppression completes,
concurrently. In simulation and experimental results, the performance and feasibility of the grid-tied PV system
are calculated. Mariammal Thirumeni et al. [12] the design and analysis the hybrid particle swarm optimization
and gravitational search algorithm (PSO–GSA) to tune PI and SMC controller for DC–DC Cuk converter. The
PSO-GSA technique is able to tune the proportional and integral gains. Alessandro Massi Pavan et al. [13]
proposed ANN based grid voltage and frequency forecaster for the forecasting of the voltage and the frequency
at the point of connection between a battery energy storage system. At the University of Manchester and the
local low-voltage distribution grid, the systems are installed. As a real-time controller for optimal management
of the storage system, the techniques are able to be applied. This study is implemented in a dSPACE-based
real-time controller. Safdar Raza et al. [14] used evolutionary programming (EP) and PSO for updating the
weights of ANN in the hidden layer for the islanding detection technique employed minimal features of the
power system. The simulation results express that the proposed technique is able to distinguish islanding from
other non-islanding. Ali Muhtar et al. [15] compare the performance of ANN and ANN-PSO as learning
algorithm to track MPP in PV system. The result, the average value of power generated from PV system,
showed that ANN using PSO is better than ANN.
On the whole, the literature reviews found that PSO and gravitational search algorithm (GSA) can be
combined as a hybrid algorithm for tuning the parameters of PI controller. Consequently, this research proposed
tuning methods for controlling the PI controller of PMSG wind turbine depending on the different wind speeds.
The electric power is controlled and flowed into three-phase voltage grid system of PEA of Thailand. On the
other hand, the capacity of control system is based on 200 w and 400 w on electrical power with no load. The
tuning of PI controllers will be operated by conventional methods, pole placement and five metaheuristic
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optimization techniques. The results are compared among pole placement, particle swarm optimization (PSO),
gravitational search algorithm (GSA), artificial neural networks, the combination of neural networks and
particle swarm optimization, and the combination of neural networks and gravitational search algorithms. The
effectiveness of the conventional method and five metaheuristic optimization techniques is based on the
minimum value of mean square error (MSE).
2.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
As shown in Figure 1, it shows the connection between external wind energy supply of wind turbine
and PMSG. The alternating current is produced by the rectifier, transformed to the direct current. The constant
level of electric voltage is controlled by PI controller consisting of the digital signal processor for controlling
pulse width modulation control (PWM) to the inverter by using the transformation of direct current voltage to
alternating current voltage onto impedance of voltage transmission line. The parameters and the standard
frequency of PEA of Thailand are given at 380 volts and 50 Hz, respectively. Then, the electric power is
transmitted to the grid system of PEA of Thailand. The voltage from the grid system can feedback to the
inverter system as well. In case of lacking of wind energy, the principle of voltage transformation from threephrases to two-phrases are based on the Clarke’s transformation theory. Besides, the P-Q theory is adopted to
analyze the PI controller for controlling reference and real current through hysteresis controller in order to
switch the operation when the response less than and equal to the reference signal. Based on inverse Clarke’s
transformation theory, driven circuit will drive the gate for working out in case of transformation of two-phase
to three-phase voltages.

Figure 1. Scheme of wind turbine based on PMSG generator connected to the grid system

2.1. P-Q theory
The P-Q theory based on Clarke transformation that composes a real matrix to transform the threephase voltages and currents into the α-β stationary reference frame, is widely applied to the control system
[16]. The voltage and current parameters of the two-phases are carried out by using stationary reference frames.
This theory is derived from the power of electricity P and Q. It can be written as the following (1) and (2),
respectively.
(1)
P = (v i + v i )
(2)
Q = (v i − v i )
Consequently, an appearance power can be written as
(3)
S = vi* = ( P  jQ)
*
where S is an appearance power, v is a voltage, α-β are the reference frames, i is a complex conjugate of
current, and j is an imaginary part of a complex variable which consists of a real part and imaginary part as
follows.
(4)
S = (v i + v i )  j (v i + v i )
where P is the real part, Q is the imaginary part.
P-Q theory can be written as the product of the matrix form of voltage matrix and current matrix as in (5).
Artificial Intelligent Tuning PI Controller on Wind Turbine System … (W. Jaikhang et al)
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 P   v v  i 
(5)
Q  =  −v v  i 
   
   
The application of Clarke’s transformation in a control system is that the vector parameters as threephase voltages, vas, vbs, vcs are transformed to two-phase voltages, vαs, vβs. The different angle between the
vector of the three-phases and two-phase voltage is an electrical degree of 90. Then, two-phase voltages are
transformed to the direct voltages, vαe, vβe. The three-phase currents, ias, ibs, ics are transformed to the alternating
current with two-phase current, iαs, iβs, with an electrical degree of 90. Then, the two-phase current are
transformed to alternating current, iαe, iβe. The transformation of the stationary reference frame of three-phase
system, a, b and c, to two-phase system, α-β is called Clarke’s transformation presented by Edith Clarke, who
is an American electrical engineer. The transformation of stationary reference frame [17-18] in which the threephase system, a, b and c consists of voltages, vas, vbs and vcs. The voltage vector angles are at 120 electrical
degrees of each other. Thus, the phase of the voltage with angular velocity is given as the following [19].
vas (t ) = vas cos(t )
vbs (t ) = vbs cos(t − 120 )

(6)

vcs (t ) = vcs cos(t + 120 )

where is an angular velocity of red per second unit. The vector space of voltage, vs(t) at a time t can be a
linear combination of the three phases of sinusoidal voltage functions which form the complex variable. Thus,
the equation of voltage vector space is given as
(7)
vs (t ) = vas (t ) + vbs (t )e j 2 /3 + vcs (t )e j 4 /3
where e j = cos + j sin  . Substituting of (1) into (2), the voltage vector space is shown in (8).

vs (t ) = vas (t )(cos0 + j sin 0 ) + vbs (t )(cos120 + j sin120 ) + vcs (t )(cos120 − j sin120 )
In computation of the electric voltage, a complex plane of voltage vector is written as follows,
vs = v s + jv s

(8)
(9)

(9) can be rewritten in terms of voltage as (10) and (11).
v s = vas (t )(cos0 ) + vbs (t )(cos120 ) + vcs (t )(cos−120 )

(10)

v s = vas (t )(sin 0 ) + vbs (t )(sin120 ) + vcs (t )(sin − 120 )

(11)

Additionally, (11) and (12) can be written as the matrix form as
1
1 

1 −
−  vas (t ) 

v
(
t
)
 s 
2
2
2 
(12)

 vbs (t ) 
v (t )  =

3
3
3


 s 
0 2 − 2   vcs (t ) 
(13) can be analyzed in the three-phase currents transformed to the two-phase current in the complex plane
with x representing real part and y representing imaginary part. The voltage vector in Figure 1 rotates with
angular velocity around the origin in a counterclockwise direction while the axis are stationary. The
transformation equation is shown in (9). The constant is multiplied to (9) to equalize the input of electricity of
three and two-phases. Similarly, Clarke’s transformation theory applied to transform three-phase alternating
current a, b and c to two-phases alternating current in a stationary reference frame α-β of d-q system as shown
in (13).
i* 
1 v v   Pc 
(13)
*= 2
 
2 
i  v + v v −v  Qc 
The reference currents, i* , i* obtain from the multiplication of the voltage in a stationary reference frame α-β.
The complex variable of electric power is P+jQ. The current in a stationary reference frame is α*-β*. In
applying the inverse of Clarke transformation, the reference currents, ia* , ib* , ic* in the reference frame of sequence
phase electrical system a, b and c have shown as in (14).




1
0
ia* 

 *
2 1
3  i 
 *
(14)
 
ib  = 3  − 2
2  i* 
*
ic 


 
3
 1
 − 2 − 2 
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2.2. PI controller
Control system theory is a mathematics and engineering. The control system is dynamical control
system with expected output by using input the suitable variable in the system. The control system can be
classified to two systems. Open-loop control system is the control system with its output independently
controlled input. On being the closed loop control system or feedback control system, the control system with
its output depended on system’s input. Moreover, the control system can be classified by the characteristics of
the conventional system and modern control system. The conventional control system uses the PI controller
simulated in a mathematical model of the differential equation by using transformation of time domain of
differential equation to frequency domain. The block diagram is simulated for analysis of system stability and
designed for controlling gain value. On the contrary, the modern control system also simulates from a
mathematical model with a differential equation. Then, the differential equation is transformed into the state
space model without transformation of time domain to frequency domain. The rules for controlling system are
designed such as pole placement [20].
In this research, the design and application of the PI controller to control the voltage between grid
system. However, the PI controller is widely used in many industries. The PI controller is a control system with
integral type of proportion for reducing overshoot and the noise of the system. (15) shows the control system
with proportional (P) and integral (I) as the output of a system which directly varies with error signal [21].
P = K P  e(t )
(15)
Where KP is a constant proportion, e (t ) is the control error. The integral controller in (16) is the
characteristic of the output signal from the integration signal of error.
Kp t
(16)
I=
e(t )dt
Ti 0
Where Ti is an integral time, the PI controllers in the time domain is a combination of (15) and (16) as shown
in (17).
K t
u (t ) = K P  e(t ) + P  e(t )dt
(17)
Ti 0
3.

CONTROL TUNNING METHOD
A method for designing the traditional feedback control system is pole placement method control
theory.
3.1. Pole placement
The pole placement is the traditional method for assigning the controlling gain ratio and determining
pole in the complex plane. The equation for the optimal gain value is written as [22].
1
(18)
Gp ( s) =
1 + Ts
Gc(s) is PI controller for the first-order model given as,

Gc ( s ) = K P +

KP

(19)
Ti s
Be sure that the symbols used in your equation have been defined before the equation appears or
immediately following.
3.2. Artificial tuning method
At present, intelligent control system has been proposed for tuning by the artificial data processing
and machine learning. Especially, the metheuristic method is the one of the artificial intelligence [23]. The
metheuristic method becomes the effective tool for simulation and optimization of the parameters based on
bio-inspired concept from the behavior of the animal, adopted to design the algorithm of the metheuristic
method which is the modern optimization. The examples of metheuristic method are particle swarm
optimization (PSO), gravitational search algorithm (GSA), neural networks combined with particle swarm
optimization, and neural networks combined with a gravitational search algorithm.
3.3. Particle swarm optimization
Particle swarm optimization is an algorithm for optimization which imitates the group animal
movement and their behaviors such as bird and fish. The scientist found that the behavior of the flock of bird
is usually acted as follows.
a. Each bird will fly out if it is too near to another bird.
Artificial Intelligent Tuning PI Controller on Wind Turbine System … (W. Jaikhang et al)
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b. Each bird will fly in the same direction of the flock direction.
c. Each bird will try to keep the distance to each other equally.
Particle swarm optimization is developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [24]. It imitates the behavior of
animal movement or a flock of immigration bird randomly. The movement of animal such as fish and bird can
be classified into two types, the synchronous movement of elements and diverted and the re-conglomerated
movement. This is called a particle movement. The particle movement behaves the social behavior by using
the responded parameters such as the number of bird or particle. The behavior designs for finding the direction
of group of bird or particle. Then, the all bird or particle in the group will move to the optimal direction,
including correct position and its velocity. This behavior is repeated until reaching the objective.
Let d be a searching space and the ith particle representing X i = (x i1 , x i 2 ,...., x id ). Let V be the velocity
vector of particles, namely Vi = (vi1 , vi 2 ,....., vid ). Let the previously optimal solution be Pi = ( pi1 , pi 2 ,....., pid ) .
If the gth is the optimal solution for the current searching, the flock of the particle will be adjusted by (20) and
(21), where w is inertia weight, c1 and c2 are the acceleration factors r1 and r2 are uniform random variables
in (0,1). (22) is represented by weight function (w).

vidn +1 = wvidn + c1r1n (pidn − x idn ) + c2 r2 n (pngd − x idn )

(20)

xidn+1 = xidn + vidn +1

(21)

 w − wmin 
w1 = wmax −  max
k
kmax



(22)

The particle swarm methods are summarized as the following states.
State 1: Configure the search parameters (k), initial search cycle (k=0), and maximum search cycle
(kmax)
State 2: Random the initial particle together with initial position and initial speed of each internal
particle (v).
State 3: Calculate the objective function value (J) of an initial particle is to be a default answer of
Pbest.
State 4: Calculate the objective function value of each particle, which the minimum objective function
value (J1) is to be determined an answer of Pbest.
State 5: If J1  J , adjust Pbest = Pbest
State 6: Select the particles given the least Pbest. the value of all to adjust Pbest = Pbest .
State 7: Adjust the speed and position of each particle by using (21) and (22), respectively.
State 8: If k  kmax , terminate the searching process, otherwise adjust k=k+1 and loop back to stage
two to continue the searching process in the next iteration.
3.4. Gravitational search algorithm
The gravitational search algorithm is the optimal method using the gravitational law with the
knowledge of Newton’s second law. Namely, the acceleration depends on the force on the object and the mass
of that object as shown in (23).
F
(23)
a=
m
Where the F is force and m is the acceleration a (via mass). The gravitational search algorithm is assembled of
an agent of an answer set. This can interact with other agents. Each agent has a different mass. In a process of
time, each agent is attracted to each other caused the system which is moving away. Agent masses are N defined
as

Ai = (ai1 , ai2 ,..., aid )

(24)
Where Ai is an agent system, i is a value of agent’s position; i = 1, 2,…, N and d is a dimension of agents, d
= 1, 2,…, D in a grave state. Thus, an object with a force at any time can be obtained from the relation between
d
M ai (t ) forcing on an agent j and M aj (t ) with an agent stress i and difference between agents aid (t ) and a j (t )
, G (t ) is a gravitational constant, Rij (t ) is the Euclidean distance between the agents and  is the constants.
The gravitational force can expressed as (25)

Fijd (t ) = G (t )

M ai (t ) M aj (t )
Rij (t ) + 

(a

d
j

(t ) − a dj (t ) )
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Where Rij (t ) = Ai , Aj

2

and G(t ) = G0 e

−

t
T
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, G0 is an initial Euclidean distance, T is the number of loops and

 is the total gravitational constant of the agent. Thus, i is a random of agent’s gravity at a position j in a
range [0, 1].
Fi d (t ) =

N



j =1, j 1

ran j Fijd (t )

(26)

From the Newton’s second law has mentioned that the acceleration of an agent of the motion law as expressed
as

aid (t ) =

Fi d (t )
M i (t )

(27)

Where M i (t ) is an initial value the agent i in the gravitational search algorithm determined that,

M ai = M pi = M ii = M i ,(i = 1, 2,3,..., N )

(28)

Where M ii (t ) is an initial value of agent i in each round of the agent’s mass adjustment can be adjusted the
mass value by (29).
fit (t ) − worst (t )
(29)
M i (t ) = i
best (t ) − worst (t )
fiti (t ) is an agent’s appropriate value or the objective function value and M i (t ) is determined by (30).
M i (t ) =

mi (t )

(30)

N

 m j (t )
J =1

The objective function of the maximum and minimum problems can be written as the following
equations.
best (t ) = min fit j (t )
(31)
j{1,... N }

worst = mix fit j (t )

(32)

j{1,... N }

The velocity and position of the agent steps are adjusted by the Newton’s motion rules as (32) and
(33), respectively.
(33)
vid (t + 1) = rand  vid (t ) + aid (t )

xid (t + 1) = xid (t ) + vid (t + 1)

(34)

Where rand is a random value from the range of [0, 1], and v (t ) is a speed value, an agent position, xid (t )
dimension d at any time of t.
d
i

3.5. Artificial neural network
The artificial neural network is actually based on the human brain. There are two nerve cells in the
human’s brain, which are for calculation and transmitting of the calculated value results to other nerves
immediately using the electrical concept. The neuron network method is represented in the human’s brain. The
main components of the neural network are nerve cells, which the nerve cell groups that are recognized.
Actually, humans are complicated in the process of recurring [25]. However, there are still four compositions
for natural nerve cells. These called by biological name that are dendrites, soma, axon, and synapses. There are
many architectures feed forward, neuron network is widely used architectures to solve a nonlinear problem.
Figure 2 shows the feed forward neural network architecture. It consists of the input, hidden and
output layers. The relationships between input layer and hidden layer can be calculated the sum of input
variable values and the weight values that connected to the hidden layer. Then, the total inputs can be calculated
by multiplying the data, with weight and bias as (35).
M

n1j =  xi w1ij + b1j , i = 1, , N

(35)

j =1

l
Where xi is the input data feed to node i, wij is the weight value between feeder layers and hidden layer, b j

is data dependency. Actually, i variable is the number of nodes in the input layer to be equal of 1 to N, and j is
equal 1 to M nodes. The input data value that moves out from the hidden layer to output layer is calculated by
(36).

y1j = f 1 (n1j )

(36)

Artificial Intelligent Tuning PI Controller on Wind Turbine System … (W. Jaikhang et al)
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Where f 1 is transfer function between input and hidden layers. Between the hidden and output layers, the total
input data can be calculated by the multiplication of the weight and bias values as (37).
Q

nk2 =  y1j w2jk + bk2 , j = 1,

,M

(37)

k =1

2

2
l
Where y j is the input data feed to node j, w jk is the weight value between hidden layer and output layer, bk

is biased, j is the number of nodes in the hidden layer, which is equal 1 to M, and j is equal 1 to Q. The input
data node moved out from the hidden layer to the output layer, which can be calculated by (38).
(38)
yk2 = f 2 (nk2 )
2
Where f is transfer function between the hidden layer and output layer. (36) to (39) can be calculated the
output layer as shown in (39).
Q

M

k =1

j =1

yk2 = f 2 ( f 1 ( xi w1ij + b1j ) w2jk + b 2j )

(39)

Figure 2. The architecture of ANN [26]
3.6. Hybrid metaheuristic optimizations
In this research, the weights of ANN are optimized by using PSO and GSA to find the optimal gains,
for
PI controllers. Figure 3 shows the steps of the hybrid methods, combination of ANN and
K p , Ki
metaheuristic optimizations.

Figure 3. Steps of hybrid methods for finding optimal gains
IJEEI, Vol. 7, No. 4, Dec 2019: 703 – 719
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In Figure 3, the steps of hybrid method can be explained as follows:
Step 1. The architecture of ANN and the initial gain values are defined.
Step 2. The weights are initiated at random and also the parameters of PSO and GSA are setup.
Step 3. If the gains is not satisfied or end the iteration. The weights are updated by PSO or GSA and
iteration are counted. Otherwise, the optimal gains are saved.
In the measurement performance of ANN process, the mean square error (MSE) has been calculated as [27].
1 N
2
MSE =  ( yi − ti )
(40)
N i =1
Where N is amount of target data, and the observed data is determined by t = t1 t2 t3 ... t N 

T

4.

EXPERIMENT SETTING
Figure 4 demonstrates the testing of power flow control system, which consists of actual power and
reactive power based on a grid system on dSPACE–DS1104 model with MATLAB/Simulink. The
experimental setup has tested the power control system at the stepping of 0-100 w, 0-200 w, 0-300 w and 0400 w without load. The comparison of power reaction regulating by the PI controller, which the gains of PI
controller are tuned by PSO and GSA, neural networks with particle swarm optimization (PSO-ANN) and
neural networks with a gravitational search algorithm (GSA-ANN).
Inductor (Lf)

dsPACE DS 1104

Current Sensor

Power Meter

Inverter

Power Supply

Computer

Figure 4. The power flow control system
Figure 5 presents the experimental setup in the laboratory room, which the main components
contained on dSPACE-DS1104 DSP controller board, induction motor, PMSG and three-phase power supply.
The three-phase power supply is rectified to maintain the constant voltage before transferring to the provincial
electricity authority system. The block diagram of the proposed system is simulated by MATLAB/Simulink
programs. It is normally not complicated to control and design in simulink the dSPACE-DS1104 DSP board.
AC Line 380 V, 50 Hz
Wind Turbine
Simulator

Rectifier

Converter

I dc

Lf
IM

CD

PMSG
PMSG

Transformer
Vdc , I dc

Torque Control
Inverter

6

ia ,i b ,ic
Va ,Vb ,Vc

ωm

Counter

ADC CH 1-8

PWM

Wind Profile

TMS3F 240 DSP

Computer

Figure 5. Experimental setup
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Figure 6 demonstrates the design system by the MATLAB/Simulink based on dSPACE-DS1104 DSP
board. The dSPACE-DS1104 DSP board is accessed through the program control desk developer to analyze
and evaluate the efficiency of the power control system.

Figure 6. Simulink diagram
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The architecture of ANN for the experimental design has three layers, two nodes in the input layer, fifteen
nodes in the hidden layer and a node in the output layer. For updating the weights for tuning the gains of PI
controller, the initial parameter values for PSO and GSA as shown in Table 1. Moreover, Table 2 shows the
parameter settings of a power grid for the proposed system.

Table 1. Parameter settings of PSO and GSA
Parameter of PSO
Number of particles
Number of iterations
Intertie coefficient
Damping ratio of inertia coefficient
Personal acceleration coefficient

30
100
0.1
0.99
2

Parameter of GSA
Number of masses
Number of iterations
Gravitational constant
Position vector
Acceleration vector

30
100
1
Random
Random

Table 2. The parameter settings of power circuit
Parameter
dSPACE
Active power
Reactive power
Resistance
Inductor

Value
DS1104
0-400 w
0
10 Ω
100 mH

Table 3. The measured parameters of electrical power of system from the power meter
P*
(Step)
0-100
0-200
0-300
0-400

P
(w)
90
190
289
395

Q
(var)
63
73
83
99

S
(VA)
109
203
300
394

igrid
(A)
0.72
2.54
2.75
3.60

THDi
%
4.12
9.20
9.70
9.70

THDV
%
1.65
1.70
1.70
1.70

PF.

DPF.

0.90
0.97
0.97
0.98

0.98
0.99
0.99
0.99

As can be seen in the Table 3, P* is a reference power in the range 0-400 w. P and Q are an active
power and a reactive power, respectively. S is an apparent power, igrid is a grid current, THDi is the sum of
harmonic currents, THDV is the sum of harmonic voltage. The pf. is a power factor and DPF. is the sum of
power factor. The current flowing into the grid is 3.60 A. In analysis result, the power factor indicated that the
steps of P* in 0-200 w and 0-400 w is suitable to determine the step test in the experiment.
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Table 4. The gains of the PI controller
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Method
Pole Placement
PSO
GSA
PSO-ANN
GSA-ANN

Kp
2.00
2.20
1.94
2.01
1.98

Ki
2.00
3.00
2.36
2.11
1.95

Table 4 illustrates the gains, KP and Ki by using the traditional algorithms, pole placement, and intelligent
methods, PSO, GSA, PSO-ANN and GSA-ANN. It summarizes that the gain results obtained from the five
tuning methods in the range 1.95 to 3.00. Accordingly, the gains from Table 4 are implemented in the proposed
system by changing the step of active power reference at 200 w to 400 w. The experimental results of the
response show in Figure 7 to Figure 11.

Figure 7. Step change of active power reference at 200 w to 400 w tuning gains by the pole placement
Figure 7(a), (b) indicates the power flow control system at 200 w to 400 w using pole placement controller.
The red signal represents a reference power and the green signal represents the PI controller’s behaviour. The
obtained results found that the designed system has a little overshoot due to the green signal rises up beyond
Artificial Intelligent Tuning PI Controller on Wind Turbine System … (W. Jaikhang et al)
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the red signal. By the way, the performance of this system is still unacceptable. Figure 7(c) displays the flow
of reactive power, according to control system, and this design requires to be zero. Figure 7(d) indicates the
flow of actual power according to the provincial electricity authority’s grid system to the load, and also the
flow out from the inverter mode into the grid system. Moreover, Figure 7(e) compares the relationship between
the current and voltage at the steady load condition. It found that the current phase has a lagging voltage phase
angle. Figure 7(f) shows the three-phase actual power system such as phase a, b and c, respectively.

Figure 8. Step change of active power reference at 200 w to 400 w tuning gains by PSO
Figure 8(a), (b) shows the flow of step change of active power reference at 200 w to 400 w tuning
gains by PSO. The red signal is a reference power and the green signal is the PI controller’s behaviour. The
obtained results found that the designed system is still not stable and unacceptable due to the green signal is
not climbing up the red signal. While Figure 8(c) considers the flow of the reactive power, according to the
control system, required a reference value of zero. In addition, Figure 8(d) presents the flow of actual power,
according to provincial electricity authority’s grid system to the load. Then, it flows back again from inverter
mode into the grid system. Moreover, Figure 8(e) demonstrates the relationship between current and voltage
at steady load condition. It is found that the current phase angle has been just a little lagging of the voltage
IJEEI, Vol. 7, No. 4, Dec 2019: 703 – 719
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phase angle. Finally, Figure 8(f) combines the actual electrical current of three-phase system which are phase
a, b, and c.

Figure 9. Step change of active power reference at 200 w to 400 w tuning gains by GSA
Figure 9(a), (b) displays the flow of step change of active power reference at 200 w to 400 w tuning
gains by GSA. The red signal is a reference power and green signal is the PI controller’s behaviour. The
obtained results show that the flow of the power control system has an overshoot condition because the green
signal in which controls PI controller goes up beyond the red signal obviously. Thereupon, this result is still
unacceptable in the real application. On the other hand, Figure 9(c) presents the flow of reactive power,
according to the control system, required to be zero. In addition, Figure 9(d) evinces the flow of actual power,
according to the provincial electricity authority’s grid system out to the load and again flows out from the
inverter mode into the grid system. Moreover, Figure 9(e) displays the current and voltage signals at the steady
load situation. Their current phase angle has been just a little lagging of the voltage phase angle. Finally, in
Figure 9(f) concludes the actual electrical current of three-phase system such as phase a, b, and c.
Artificial Intelligent Tuning PI Controller on Wind Turbine System … (W. Jaikhang et al)
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Figure 10. Step change of active power reference at 200 w to 400 w tuning gains by PSO-ANN
Figure 10(a), (b) shows the step change of active power reference at 200 w to 400 w tuning gains by
PSO-ANN. The obtained results found that the red signal is a reference power and the green signal is the
behaviour of PI controller. It found that there is no overshoot exiting in the testing. Namely, green signal
controlled PI controller is risen up according to the reference signal. This considered design system is an
acceptable result due to the grain value obtained, optimal control condition and stability of system as well.
However, Figure 10(c) presents the flow of reactive power, according to control system, which requires a value
of zero. In the Figure 10(d) appears the flow of actual power, according to the control system from provincial
electricity authority’s grid system into the load and also flows out from the inverter mode into the grid system.
Furthermore, Figure 10(e) compares the current and voltage phase angle at the stable load. It is found that the
current phase angle has a slightly lagging of the voltage phase angle. Finally, Figure 10(f) presents the actual
power of the three-phase power system, phase a, b and c.
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Figure 11. Step change of active power reference at 200 w and 400 w tuning gains by GSA-ANN
Figure 11(a), (b) demonstrates the step change of active power reference at 200 w to 400 w tuning
gains by GSA-ANN. Where the red signal is a reference power and the green signal is the PI controller’s
behaviour. The obtained result shown that, there is an overshoot appearing in the system tested. This is due to
the green signal that controlled the PI controller and risen up over than red signal obviously. This considered
that the result is unacceptable condition. Figure 11(c) presents the flow of actual power, according to the control
system. This case controls to be a value of zero. While Figure 11(d) also presents the flow of actual power,
according to the control system from the provincial electricity authority’s grid system to the load and it flows
out from the inverter mode into the grid system. Moreover, Figure 11(e) presents the relationship between
current and voltage phase angles at the stable load. It is found that the current phase angle has a slightly lagging
of the voltage phase angle. Finally, Figure 11(f) summarizes the actual electricity of three-phase system such
as phase a, b and c.
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the values of total harmonic spectra of line current to the grid system
of power of 200 w and 400 w and power factor value using a power quality analyzer on FLUKE model 43B.
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(a) THDi at step 0-200 w
(b) THDV at step 0-200 w
Figure 12. Harmonic spectra of line current to grid system at power 200 w

(a) THDi at step 0-400 w
(b) THDV at step 0-400 w
Figure 13. Harmonic spectra of line current to grid system at power 400 w
6.

CONCLUSION
In transmitting the electric power between wind turbine to the grid system of PEA of Thailand, the
voltage transformation from three-phase to two-phase are based on P-Q theory. The power is converted into
the reference current on three-phase at 380 volts and 50 Hz. The power flow of wind turbine system to threephase grid connected system is tested at 200 w and 400 w. In this paper, the PI controller tuned by traditional
method, pole placement method and artificial intelligent methods PSO, GSA and the combination those with
artificial neural network, namely PSO-ANN and PSO-GSA, is proposed. The experimental results show that
the overshoot of the proposed system that using PSO-ANN for tuning gains of PI controller is less than 5
percent of maximum overshoot and also the best response is the 10 percent to 90 percent rise time. As a
consequence, the response of a proposed system controlled by PI controller tuned PSO-ANN method is better
than pole placement, PSO, GSA and GSA-ANN methods. Therefore, the artificial intelligent tuning can
provide the optimal gains for the PI controller, efficiently.
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